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Resumo: Neste artigo investigamos o canal do crédito bancário, no processo de transmissão monetária 
em Portugal. Calculamos um pequeno VAR sectorial, que procura modelar a economia portuguesa. Este 
modelo é usado para simular os efeitos de um choque exógeno de política monetário sobre as variáveis de 
crédito dos bancos e sobre variáveis finais, designadamente sobre o nível de actividade e os preços, para o 
sector dos particulares e das empresas não financeiras. Foram encontradas diferenças significativas entre 
os sectores. O recurso a dados sectoriais facilita a distinção do canal da moeda (taxas de juro) do canal do 
crédito, no processo de transmissão da política monetária. O nosso estudo sugere que o canal do credito 
bancário está presente na economia portuguesa. 
Palavras chave: Canal do crédito, crédito bancário e canais de transmissão da política monetária. 
Abstract: This paper investigates the role of bank lending in the monetary transmission process in 
Portugal. We estimate a small sectoral VAR model of the Portuguese macroeconomy. This model is then 
used to simulate the effects of an exogenous monetary policy shock upon asset prices, bank balance sheet 
variables and final target variables (activity and prices), for the personal and corporate sectors. Significant 
sectoral differences are found among the channels of monetary transmission. In addition, the use of 
sectoral data facilitates the identification of distinct money and credit channels in the transmission of 
monetary policy. These results contrast with the ambiguous findings on the roles of money and credit in 
the literature to date. Our study suggests that there is a bank-lending channel in Portugal. 
Keywords: Credit channel; bank lending; and monetary transmission. 
JEL classification: C32, E44, E51, and E52. 
 
Introduction 
  How monetary policy affects the real economy is an eternal question in macroeconomics. 
There are at least three reasons why it may be useful explicitly to analyse the transmission 
mechanism of monetary policy. First, to sort out the complexity of this process. Second, to 
increase understanding on the effectiveness of monetary policy. Third, to establish empirically a 
link between the monetary policy instrument and its effect on real activity. Identify the relative 
magnitude of channels of monetary policy is important on formulation monetary policy 
decisions. Knowing how the shocks are transmitted help the monetary policy decision makers 
discern for how long the effects of a monetary policy decision will stay and will therefore be able 
to react appropriately to any undesired outcome of monetary policy. The knowledge of the 
magnitude and timing of the effects of monetary policy on real variables is of crucial importance 
for efficiently conducting monetary policy. Therefore the monetary transmission mechanism 
remains as Bernanke and Gertler (1995) mentioned, a black box to be explored. Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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  This paper provides empirical evidence on the existence and effectiveness of a 
bank-lending channel on the monetary transmission mechanism in the Portugal. The analysis is 
carried within the vector autoregression (VAR) context with aggregate and sectoral data. This 
evidence is based on the estimation of the impact of a monetary shock on different sectors of the 
Portuguese economy. This sectoral approach affords both economic and econometric benefits 
(Dale and Haldane, 1995). Economically, the work of Bernanke and Blinder (1988), amongst 
others, suggest that the channels of monetary transmission may depend decisively upon the 
degree of substitution between bank and non-bank sources of finance. The degrees of 
substitution are likely to vary across sectors and these sectoral differences are veiled if we use 
aggregate data. Econometrically, the use of aggregate bank credit data, and the high collinearity 
this imposes on movements in money and credit due to banks’ balance sheet constraint, hinders 
any analysis of the relative contribution of money and credit in the propagation of monetary 
impulses. Money and credit are constrained to move together. The use of sectoral data partial 
removes this constraint. 
  The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section one will provide an overview of the 
credit channel. Section two will continue a detailed analysis of the theoretical framework, 
focusing on the bank lending channel of the monetary transmission mechanism. Section three 
will continue with a brief analysis of sectoral channels of monetary transmission. Section four 
will continue with the method used in the paper and the analysis of the empirical results. Section 
five will refer to description of data. Section six accomplish with the results of the study. Final 
section will be dedicated to the conclusions derived from the study. 
 
1 – The credit channel 
  There are three main schools of thought on the channels of the monetary transmission 
mechanism. The first view stresses the role of money, the money view, the second view, with two 
variants, stresses the role of credit, the bank lending view and the balance sheet view, and the 
third view focuses on credit rationing as an additional channel of the monetary transmission 
mechanism. The credit view is supported on capital market imperfections, especially because of 
asymmetric information. 
  The credit view consists of two different views, to be exact the bank lending view and the 
balance sheet view. The bank-lending channel of monetary policy, was formalized by Bernanke 
and Blinder (1988). The bank-lending channel is based on the assumption of imperfect 
substitution between bank loans and bonds; the lost of bank reserves limits the total of loanable 
funds and thus induces bank-dependent borrowers to contract investments and consumption. The Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
José Alberto Fuinhas  3
balance sheet channel of monetary policy was formalized by Bernanke and Gertler (1989). The 
balance sheet channel presupposes that a monetary tightening weakens the balance sheet of 
corporates and personals and, consequently, induces lenders to shift funds from risky loans to 
safe bonds. This behaviour, promote an economic activity decrease by compelling the corporates 
to delay their investment plans and personals to postpone their consumption aims1. Thus, in the 
balance sheet channel of monetary policy, the financial structure plays a major role; and the 
variations in the price and availability of external finance, induced by monetary policy, were the 
core of the balance sheet channel. By other words, financial accelerator effects play a key role in 
this monetary transmission channel. The financial accelerator theory set up that the further cost 
that corporates (and personals) pay for raising outside financing (the external finance premium) 
may amplify and propagate business cycles (Bondt, 2004). A shock to the external finance 
premium, induced by monetary policy, disturbs financing decisions by corporates and personals 
and as a result, investment and consumption fade away. The literature usually refers to the 
external finance premium and bank-based financing, but corporates also face an external finance 
premium on security-based financing (Bernanke and Gertler, 1995; Bernanke et al., 1996) such 
as bonds (Bondt, 2004). These two views imply that a monetary tightening is followed by a 
leftward shift of the supply schedule in the broad credit market. 
  Like is well known, in the money approach of the monetary transmission mechanism, 
there are in fact only two assets, money and bonds. In this model, the banking sector has a role 
that have to do with their liability side of its balance sheet – the fact that it can create money by 
issue deposits. Nothing pertinent is done on the asset side of their balance sheets. The banking 
sector invests on bonds like as households do. 
  In the credit view, by other hand, there are three kinds of assets: money, bonds and loans. 
The banking sector is relevant in two ways: by creating money and by issuing loans. 
  Like seen earlier, the balance sheet channel concentrates on the impact – over borrowers’ 
balance sheet – that results from impulses of monetary policy. The balance sheet channel is 
generally presented through the effect of a monetary policy contraction. The restrictive monetary 
policy drive to a decline of the cash flows of corporates and personals because they pay more on 
their debts. The decrease in the cash flow lowers the net worth (balance sheet) of the corporates 
and personals and increases the adverse selection and moral hazard problems. Thus, the 
                                                 
1 The formalization of Bernanke and Gertler (1989) can be extended to incorporate the personals balance 
sheet: the monetary tightening weakens personals’ collateral and induces lenders to decrease risky loans, 
which depress consumption. Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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shrinkage of the cash flows leads to a wane in lending and as a result in a decrease in investment 
and consumption that depress the real activity. 
  By other hand, the bank-lending channel focuses on the potential effects of monetary 
policy impulses on the supply of loans by the banking sector. A tightening on monetary policy 
leads to a fall in bank deposits, which in turn decreases bank loan supply. This decrease in loan 
supply leads to a shrink in investment and consumption that slow down the real activity. 
However, if banks are able to find non-deposit funding, then the bank-lending channel becomes 
ineffective. The possibility to manage the effects of monetary policy contraction depends 
crucially on the size of banks, the institutional framework, the regulations, and the financial deep 
of markets. 
  Credit rationing happens if the demand for loans exceeds the supply at the prevailing 
price. The credit-rationing phenomenon is often categorized into disequilibrium credit rationing 
and equilibrium credit rationing. The disequilibrium credit rationing is a short run phenomenon, 
which is caused by the loan rate stickiness or by institutional constraints such as government 
setting the credit limits or regulations, which control the limit on interest rates. The 
disequilibrium credit-rationing phenomenon is caused by no-price factors and probably is 
caused, in the most of circumstances, by bank rationing of credit. 
  The bank-lending channel needs that the tight of monetary policy results on less money 
to lend and consequently the banking sector decrease lending. On the other hand, the balance-
sheet channel requires that banking sector curb on lending because borrowers become less 
worthy after a monetary tightening. 
 
2 – Bank lending channel 
  The economic literature suggests a special role for bank credit in the transmission of 
monetary impulses2 that goes beyond the quantity (or price) of central bank money.3 Despite the 
fact that most macroeconomics models only presupposes a specific role to the money, there are 
strong theoretical and some evidence that the bank credit is important in the transmission process 
of monetary policy. In a few words, according the credit view, monetary policy affects the real 
economy by shifting the supply schedule of credit. Banks react to a monetary impulse 
contraction dropping the supply of bank loans and generating a recessive shock on real activity. 
                                                 
2 A large literature focuses on the existence and (if exist, on) relevance of bank lending channel. 
3 This research is the long-pursued money versus credit debate. Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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  According to the bank lending channel thesis, a monetary tightening has effect on bank 
lending because the drop in deposits cannot be completely offset by issuing other forms of 
funding or liquidating some (buffer) assets. Therefore, a necessary condition for the 
bank-lending channel to be operative is that the market for non-deposit bank liabilities have 
some kind of frictions. If banks have the possibility to raise, limitless, certificates of deposits 
(CDs) or bonds, which are not subject to reserve requirements, the bank-lending channel would 
be ineffective. 
  Plenty of theoretical studies have established the extent and the importance of the 
bank-lending channel in the monetary transmission process. Nevertheless, the empirical evidence 
has been at least much less conclusive. The credit channel is rooted on the view that banks play a 
special role in the financial system, because they are well suited to deal with certain types of 
borrowers, particularly personals and small corporates, where the problems of asymmetric 
information may be pronounced. Large firms are deemed to have access to external sources of 
finance without having to go throughout banks. But empirical evidence on the relative 
contribution of money and credit in the propagation of monetary impulses remains tentative. 
These ambiguities derive, primarily, from the high collinearity between aggregate money and 
credit, which in turn stems from the commercial banks’ balance sheet constraint. This constraint 
means that, almost by construction, aggregate money and credit move together. Thus identifying 
their potentially separate effects is hindered. 
  Strengthening the bank-lending channel is the balance sheet channel, which operates 
through the net worth of corporates and personals. Lower net worth means that borrowers have 
less collateral with which to back their loans. Such a decline in net worth raises the adverse-
selection problem by raising the percentage of risk corporates and personals in the economy, 
inducing banks to decrease lending to finance investment and consumption spending. Lower net 
worth also increases the moral hazard problem: owners have a lower equity stake in their 
corporates, giving them more incentive to engage in high risk investment projects. Since this 
makes it less likely that lenders will be repaid, a decrease in corporates’ net worth leads to a 
decrease in lending and hence in investment spending. Thus, a contraction on monetary policy, 
which causes a decline in equity prices and a reduction in the net worth of corporates, leads to a 
fall in lending, investment, and aggregate demand. On other hand, a contraction on monetary 
policy that raises interest rates reduces the cash flow of corporates and personals. The fall in cash 
flow leads to greater adverse selection and moral hazard problems and, consequently, a fall in 
lending and a decline in real activity. Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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  Banks helps to satisfy the external financial needs of corporates, particularly for smaller 
ones. The financial-contracting theory suggests that, under manifest asymmetric information, 
smaller firms rely on intermediaries to reduce agency costs. Financial contracts tend to engage 
tight and detailed loan covenants. The efficiency of intermediaries allows them to monitor and 
renegotiate theses contracts at a relative lower cost. By repeated monitoring of these contracts, 
intermediaries become better informed about corporates and they develop special relationships 
with each other. 
  Overall, banks are special, in particular for small businesses and personals. The intense 
monitoring of projects, the tight and detailed covenants on loan contracts, and the special 
relationship among banks and customers make bank credit an imperfect substitute for other class 
of credit. The imperfect substitution between bank and non-bank credit is enough to give 
relevance to the bank-lending channel of the monetary transmission mechanism. 
 
3 – Sectoral channels of monetary transmission 
  The channels of monetary transmission may depend crucially upon the degree of 
substitution between bank and non-bank sources of finance. The degrees of substitution between 
bank and non-bank sources of finance most likely vary across sectors. The use of aggregate data 
imply the lost of differences present in sectoral data. The use of aggregate data is plagued by the 
high collinearity on movements in money and credit due to banks’ balance sheet constraint. 
Econometrically, the use of aggregate credit data hampers any analysis of the relative 
contribution on money and credit in the propagation of monetary impulses, because money and 
credit are constrained to move together. The use of sectoral data can partially offset this 
constraint. 
  The estimation of distinct sectoral monetary transmission process affords both 
econometric and economic benefits.4 From an economic perspective, the channels of monetary 
transmission are likely to depend upon the degree of substitutability between bank and non-bank 
sources of finance. Such substitutability will vary in time across sectors, and supposedly will be 
minor for persons and small corporates and major for large corporates. It is expected a larger role 
for bank credit in explaining activity fluctuations for small firms than for large. In a similar way, 
it is expected a huge and fast role for monetary policy for small firms than for large ones. From 
an econometric perspective, the use of sectoral data implies that banks’ aggregate balance sheet 
constraint need no longer bind (Dale and Haldane, 1995), especially if we use a broad monetary 
                                                 
4 The model that we use has some similarities with that used by Dale and Haldane (1995). Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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aggregate and a strict credit aggregate. Accordingly, we will use as sectoral distinction that 
present between persons and companies. 
  The estimation of sectoral responses and the disparities in these responses offers a 
possibility on the money versus credit identification. The aggregate credit reaction is found to be 
broadly coincident with the demand response. Our sectoral estimates help strengthen this 
conclusion. For persons, the slowdown in lending clearly precedes that in activity (and thus in 
inflation). Money, by contrast, only becomes negative after the effects of the interest rate shock 
upon activity have first peaked. These patterns are consistent with the credit channel being an 
major monetary propagation mechanism for these less-substitutable sectors. Moreover, timing 
patterns suggest a clear preference for credit over money as an intermediate indicator of the 
effects of monetary policy for persons. 
 
4 – Method 
  Two extensively discussed definitions of the monetary transmission mechanism are as 
follows: 1) the monetary transmission mechanism is a process through which monetary policy 
decisions are transmitted into changes in income and inflation; and 2) the monetary transmission 
mechanism is the process in which monetary factors operate via equilibrium in asset markets to 
influence activity and asset prices, and these in turn influence desired consumption and 
investment spending. 
  Independently of the definition we take on, the monetary transmission mechanism is 
concerned with the endogenous behaviour of intermediate and final variables in response to 
exogenous policy impulses. The definition of the monetary transmission mechanism requires we 
first identify the weakly exogenous driving force, which sets this mechanism in action. However, 
monetary policy typically operates via a reaction function and is thus at least, to some extent, 
endogenous. The decoupling of exogenous from endogenous policy impulses is intrinsically 
problematic. An identification problem need be solved. This identification problem rests at the 
heart of uncertainties, which persist regarding the nature of the monetary transmission 
mechanism (Dale and Haldane, 1995). 
  In defining the transmission mechanism, exogeneity of the monetary instrument is 
important in economic and econometric sense. In an economic sense, the monetary policy 
instrument must be perfectly controllable by the monetary authorities. The endogenous response 
of the instrument to developments in the economy must occur solely through the authorities’ 
reaction function. Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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  To investigate the existence of a bank-lending channel in the monetary transmission 
mechanism in Portugal we will recur to cointegration and impulse response analysis within a 
vector autoregression (VAR) context. 
  Following most of the VAR based literature on the monetary transmission mechanism we 
use the interbank rate, which is the rate at which the commercial banks lend each other in the 
interbank market. Another option was to include a short-term interest rate as a policy variable. 
  In the macroeconomic literature, an econometric model, in general, includes four 
variables: activity, prices, a short-term interest rate, and money. These are the variables of a 
standard IS-LM model. In the literature, an equation associated with the interest rate is 
conventionally given a structural interpretation as a policy reaction function of the monetary 
authority, and a positive innovation to the interest rate is assumed to represent unexpected 
monetary contraction. We follow the main stream. Once a model is estimated, responses of the 
other macroeconomic variables to a positive innovation in the interest rate are simulated to study 
how a monetary tightening affects the economy. 
  We opt to estimate a VAR in levels. Estimating a VAR in first-difference form would 
eliminate the cointegration found with the preceding Johansen (1988) tests. Theoretically, the 
appropriate process is to include error correction terms in the form of the cointegrating vectors 
found using the Johansen procedure. However, specifying the cointegrating equations may 
require a number of assumptions regarding the structure of the error correction terms and the 
nature of the long-run equilibrium relationships. Our concern is not so much with the structure of 
the cointegration as with the impact of certain variables on the other variables in the system. For 
this reason, a VAR in levels is estimated, including all variables of interest. In this way, 
cointegration in the system is captured while refraining from making any structural assumptions 
on the form of cointegration. 
  Additional variables are also required. For an equation to be interpreted as the policy 
reaction function of a monetary authority, the set of variables must span its information set. As a 
monetary authority observes inflationary pressures from overseas, the exchange rate is included 
in the monetary VAR model. 
  The quantity of money can be used as policy variable. In this case there are three options 
to look at. First is the monetary base, which includes currency in circulation plus deposits of 
commercial banks with the central bank. Second is the narrow money supply, or primary 
liquidity, consisting of currency holdings by the public and demand deposits with commercial 
banks. And third, is the total liquidity, or broad money supply, comprising of demand, savings 
and time deposits held by the domestic non-government sector with deposit money banks and Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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currency held by the public. The monetary base was not appropriate, because during the stage 
analysed the reserves requirements was severely changed, what turn this variable without 
interest. The option for a narrow or a broad monetary aggregate must be taken based on yours 
statistical properties and the nature of empirical research. To decrease de problem of high 
correlation among credit aggregates and monetary aggregates that result from the balance sheet 
restrictions we opt for choice a broad monetary aggregate (type M3). 
  The main macroeconomic variables that reflect the effects of monetary policy are the real 
gross domestic product (GDP), prices represented by consumer price index (another option is to 
use the GDP deflator), nominal effective exchange rate, share price indices (another option is to 
use the long-term interest rate represented by the Treasury bill rate), money and credit (bank 
balance sheet data). 
  Seasonal dummies are included in our VAR model to account for the presence of 
seasonality. 
  The data are in real terms and will be used in logs, except exchange rates that are nominal 
and interest rates that are in percent. Another option is to use the interest rate variable as log of 
the capitalization factor (1+rate/100), but we have not evidence to support that cumulative 
growth rates relative to base are more significant than the percentage point movements relative 
to base properly. 
  The next task is to choose data to proxy the seven variables in the model. 
 
5 – Data 
  The data was obtained from Banco de Portugal (BP), Instituto Nacional de Estatística 
(INE), Statistical Office of the European Communities (EUROSTAT) and EURONEXT Lisbon, 
and cover de period from 1989 January until 2005 June. The data were collected in 
non-seasonally-adjusted form. The Appendix describes the data used and their codes. 
  Monthly data on real gross domestic product (GDP) were not available; therefore was 
obtained from quarterly data available for GDP. 
  The sample period, monthly data from 1989:01 to 2005:06, is long enough to cover 
several business cycles. However, it has the disadvantage of the possible structural changes due 
to the introduction of the Euro. 
  In order to test for the presence o stochastic nonstationarity in our data, the integration 
order of the individual time series is first investigated and they all are integrated of order one. 
Two procedures are used to test for the existence of a unit root: the Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) 
(KPSS) test for the null of stationarity and the Dickey and Fuller (1979) test for the null of a unit Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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root. The joint use of both tests allows the common criticism that unit root tests have limited 
power in finite samples to reject the null to be overcome. 
  The visual inspection of the time series recommends the use of the statistics including a 
deterministic trend. 
  All the variables appeared to be I(1), with the exception of the credit variables, which 
seem be borderline I(1)/I(2) and the price level that definitively appear be I(2) over the sample. 
Since there is no strong evidence to the contrary, it is concluded that all the variables are 
non-stationary [I(1)], with the exception of the price level. To obviate the problem of price level 
seem be I(2), we use the inflation instead. 
  The approach to lack of stationarity was: 1) to test the system for multivariate 
cointegration; 2) estimate the system in unrestricted levels if cointegration was found to be 
present; and 3) estimate the system in first’s differences otherwise. 
  The relatively high frequency given by monthly data assure, at principle, that institutional 
and information lags mean that weak exogeneity of the policy instrument, the identification 
restriction, is on the verge of to be satisfied. The ordering of no policy variables is undoubtedly a 
more subjective matter. 
  The variables of the system were tested using the Johansen (1988) maximum likelihood 
procedure that indicates the existence of long-run relationships for both the personal and 
corporate sectors. The optimal lag length on the VARs was derived using a sequence of 
likelihood ratio exclusion tests, and accomplish to use thirteen lags. As a further diagnostic, we 
experimented a wide range of optimal lag orders derived from the Akaike, Hannan-Quinn and 
Schwartz criteria and the residual properties. Misspecification tests are performed for each of the 
regression equations and they are all well-specified. A full description of the misspecification 
tests is contained in the appendix. Hence all the variables were entered in levels, giving our 
system the interpretation of an unrestricted vector error-correction mechanism. 
  The large number of variables considered in this study leads to a great deal of difficulty 
in determining the exact number and form of the cointegrating equations. These later intricacy 
conduct us to exclude the use of a (restricted) vector error correction model (VECM). 
  The monetary transmission process underlying the system is defined over a monetary 
policy instrument, monetary market interest rates; intermediate channels of monetary 
transmission, bank balance sheet variables together with various asset prices; and final policy 
objectives, real activity and inflation. The sectoral data were collected on the bank balance sheet 
and final target variables, allowing separate VARs to be estimated for the personal and corporate 
sectors. A full description of the data and their sources is contained in the appendix. Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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  In the econometric sense, exogeneity requires that an adequate amount of restrictions be 
imposed upon the system to allow the identification of the economic authorities’ reaction 
function and the initial shocks disturbing it. 
  Paralleling to monetary and real-side developments, the economic authorities’ reaction 
function, and the real activity and inflation equations, may also depend upon the behaviour of 
asset prices. Thus exchange rate and stock market variables were also included in the system. 
The fact that asset price are available instantaneously implies that the ordering of the VAR, with 
interest rates at the top of the system, now relies solely on decision-making lags, rather than on 
informational delays. 
  Over parameterization is considered to be a larger problem than underestimation of the 
lag order given the short sample. The optimal lag length on the VARs was derived using a 
sequence of likelihood ratio exclusion tests. As a further diagnostic, we experimented a wide 
range of optimal lag orders derived from the Akaike and Schwartz criteria. These restricted the 
VARs to include thirteen lags of each series. The estimated VAR coefficients are not in 
themselves very interesting and are not reported here. 
  A Choleski decomposition of the residual covariance matrix is applied to orthogonalize 
the reduced form disturbances. This strategy imposes a recursive, or triangular, structure on the 
contemporaneous relationship among the variables. The identifying restrictions involved in the 
use of the Choleski decomposition are based on the ordering of the variables. Thus, the estimated 
variance decompositions (VDCs) and impulse response functions (IRFs) may be sensitive to the 
chosen ordering. The interest rate variable is put first since that is the policy tool considered in 
this paper. The economic content of such an assumption is that the monetary policy function 
does not respond to contemporaneous changes in the other variables. The ordering of the VARs 
is interest rate, the exchange rate, stock prices, credit, money, real activity, and inflation. 
  It is found that the VAR results are quite robust to different orderings of the variables. 
The VARs were re-ordered to admit for the possibility that the monetary authorities may react to 
within-month movements in asset prices. Although a few of the quantitative patterns were 
sensitive to this re-ordering, the qualitative particular timing patterns exhibited by the variables 
were not. 
 
6 – Results 
  The impulse responses, given that the variables are in logs, have the interpretation of 
cumulative growth rates relative to base, with the exception of interest rates and inflation, which 
can be interpreted as percentage point movements relative to base. The scales on each of the Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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variables have been standardised across the two sectors, such that the differential responses 
between them can be considered. The ensuing impulse response functions can be well 
thought-out in terms of the three hypothesis of the monetary transmission mechanism presented 
earlier. 
  Overall, the qualitative behaviour of the variables, succeeding a monetary tightening, 
accomplish with theory explained above. The effect of an interest rate rise is to raise the 
exchange rate, depress share prices, reduce, at least in the long run, money and credit growth, 
and depress real activity and inflation over the medium term. As a further diagnostic, we 
experimented with the inclusion of a long run rate of interest, an alternative measure of 
inflationary expectations to equities or the exchange rate. However, this made little difference to 
the inflation response. The precise patterns and lags within these relationships are not always as 
expected, and as such are worth discussing. 
  Figures 1 and 2 plot the impulse response functions of each of the seven variables 
(interest and exchange rates, stock prices, credit, money, activity and inflation) with respect to an 
innovation in the interest rate residual equivalent to a 1% point rise in interest rates.5 These are 
shown for the corporate and personal sectors and cover a five-year horizon. The ordering of the 
VARs is as shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3: official interest rates, the exchange rate, stock prices, 
credit, money, activity and inflation. 
                                                 
5 With a model of this sort, a large amount of output is generated by this exercise: seven equations subject 
to seven different shocks gives forty nine solutions. Therefore, only a few key results are presented. 
Given the focus of the work, we report only the variance decompositions and impulse responses for most 
important variables. Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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Figure 1 – Personal Sector 
Plot of Responses to Short Rate
Personal Sector
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Figure 2 – Corporate Sector 
Plot of Responses to Short Rate
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  The interest rate impulse response function suggest that the monetary instrument follow a 
quickly mean-reverting process. This quick mean-reverting behaviour of interest rates is not 
consistent with the authorities’ reaction function adjusting monetary policy in response to, 
randomly distributed, temporary shocks. 
  The effects of a monetary policy shock on inflation are not felt until after its effects have 
first been felt by activity. The inflation level is only depressed relatively to base after around two 
years. This sequencing in the response of real activity and inflation suggests that monetary policy 
operate by moving the economy up and down over a short-run non-vertical Phillips curve. 
  The effects of a monetary policy shock on real activity, takes about twelve months before 
the monetary impulse systematically and deeply depresses activity. The responses gradually 
accumulate, reaching a peak at around two years, after which point they slowly die away. This 
response in real activity is consistent with the implied temporal behaviour of ex-post real interest 
rates. Real interest rates are predominantly affected for the firsts five months following a 
monetary impulse. Although not imposed, the VAR estimates for both sectors appear to generate 
a long-run money non-neutrality condition. The response of real activity to a nominal interest 
rate shock do not revert to zero by the end of the five-year horizon, for both the personal and 
corporate sectors. A possible better alternative explanation is that real activity is, at least, closely 
related with credit availability. 
  The pattern response of inflation, following a monetary policy shock, is hard to bring 
together with theory. The inflation response appears perverse for the first two years. The 
unexpected price response, could indicate there is one or more variables omitted from our model. 
If this excluded variable or variables, were a signal of emergent inflationary pressures, pressures 
that were then realised in the first two years, and was observable by the authorities, then the 
reaction of interest rates could in fact be an endogenous, rather than exogenous, one. Policy 
exogeneity would be violated. The trouble with this justification is identifying the omitted 
variables. This absent variables would need to include information on future inflationary 
pressures as well as that already embodied within the asset prices we include, but which at the 
same time can be observed by the monetary authorities. As an additional check, was included a 
long rate of interest (Government bond yields - 10 years' maturity), a possible good measure of 
inflationary expectations than exchange rate or the equities. Nevertheless, this made tiny 
variation to the inflation response and was excluded as a good alternative. 
  A possible better alternative explanation is that prices are set in accordance with some 
cost mark-up strategy. A rise in interest rates, by raising variable costs, indirectly via wages or Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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directly via the cost of debt servicing, thereby raises prices in the short run. This will occur until 
such time as demand is sufficiently depressed to provide an offsetting influence. 
  Confronting the impulse response functions in Figures 1 and 2 reveals significant sectoral 
differences. The effects of interest rate shocks upon activity are generally larger, and occur more 
quickly, when lending for corporates is considered than when lending for persons is taken. For 
example on timing, the activity responses when lending to corporates is considered are 
consistently negative after only three months and peak in their effect after seventeen months; the 
corresponding lags for personal sector demand being nine months and twenty three months 
respectively. Moreover, the implied activity effects, when lending for corporates is used reach a 
maximum, which is roughly double that when lending for personal sector is used, for a given 
change in interest rates. 
  These results are, to some extent, the reverse of those found in literature, who reports a 
larger and more rapid activity response by persons than by corporates to a monetary shock. 
Persons face greater credit market imperfections, which in turn amplifies the effects of a given 
policy shift. But this reasoning can just as easily be reversed. Credit market imperfections may 
instead act to weaken the effects of monetary policy impulses if they result in the marginal 
interest rates on loans becoming stickier in response to money market interest rate changes. The 
outcomes reported above appear consistent with this alternative view of the credit channel for 
persons. 
  The most remarkable differences in sectoral responses are from credit. This is indicative 
of considerable sectoral dissimilarities among the channels of monetary transmission. When 
corporates is considered, the effect of an monetary market interest rate increase is to raise their 
borrowing in the very short term and to generate an immediate and tiny expansion in money that 
quickly reverts to a contraction. The reverse is true for persons: it is lending which contracts 
immediately and most substantially, while money increases in the short term. Corporate lending 
and personal money do eventually become negative, but only after about half year and one year 
respectively. 
  For the corporate sector, a buffer-stock explanation applies. In the short term, corporates 
meet any cash-flow shortfall resulting from a monetary tightening by either building up their 
liabilities increasing credit, or liquidating their assets reducing money. Thus corporate credit 
rises, and money fall, in short run. 
  These borrowing opportunities do not be present for smaller corporates or persons, who 
in general face more acute credit market frictions and for whom bank lending is unique. Thus, 
their lending falls following a raise in interest rates. Simultaneously, money expand in the short Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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run, as the rise in interest rates increases the attraction of interest-bearing, capital-certain 
deposits, relative to capital-uncertain equities and bonds whose prices have fallen. 
  These conclusions are reversed for the corporate sector. The impulse response functions 
here suggest that it is money that sends the more accurate and timely signals in the short term: 
money appears to lead activity movements and peak prior to the peak in activity. Credit moves 
perversely over this initial period; its peak response clearly lags than in the final variables. These 
patterns in turn support a more conventional money view of the transmission mechanism for 
corporates. 
Figure 3 - Aggregate 
Plot of Responses to Short Rate
Aggregate
Short Rate




















































































  The loss of information when working in aggregate bank balance sheet terms can be 
illustrated formally by comparing the responses from Figures 1 and 2 with those from an 
aggregate, whole economy, system. This is shown in Figure 3. 
  Comparing Figures 1 and 2 with figure 3, the most marked differences are the responses 
of lending. Specifically, there is a much-pronounced reaction of lending in the aggregate VAR. 
This does not reflect the expected imposition of banks’ balance sheet constraint. Probably, this 
reflects the predictable side effect of the monetary aggregate is much broader than the 
aggregated credit. Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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  A final aspect to the money and credit debate is: do either money or credit provide a 
powerful independent stimulus to activity? For both sectors, the answer appears to be no. 
  The transmission of monetary policy through to prices appears both sluggish and muted. 
Indeed, there is a lengthened period when the price response is perverse – though the steady-state 
profiles of both prices and real activity are in keeping with theoretical priors. These patterns have 
obvious normative implications for the timing of monetary policy adjustments, and for the 
interpretation of how the effects of monetary policy are working through the macroeconomy. 
  The model generates a perverse short-term response from corporate sector lending. This 
is consistent with a buffer-stock view of corporates’ liquidity management. The abrupt drop on 
personal sector lending is the accord with the well-documented speciality of lending for 
less-substitutable sectors. Monitoring aggregate money and/or credit provides unambiguously 
poor and less timely signals. 
  Variance decomposition of the sectoral VARs provides further support. Looking at a 
decomposition of the forecast error variance of credit and money innovations in short term rate 
typically account more for credit than for money. Variance decompositions of the sectoral VARs 
suggest that innovations in money typically account for more than 18% of the forecast error 
variation in inflation. Credit only explains about 2% of the inflation in the presence of the 
personal sector. The role of these bank balance sheet variables thus appears to be a vehicle for 
transmitting monetary impulses. 
 
Conclusions 
  The sectoral behaviour of bank credit suggest that unanticipated monetary policy shocks 
in Portugal, have results in accordance with the bank lending channel of monetary transmission. 
When a contractionary shock is imposed on one of the monetary policy variables, there is a 
restrictive impact on the total loans variable. Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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Appendix 1: Data construction and transformation 
 
The data used have been taken from Banco de Portugal (BP), Instituto Nacional 
de Estatística (INE), Statistical Office of the European Communities 
(EUROSTAT) and EURONEXT Lisbon. 
 
Variable Description  Source 
R  Overnight - Value date of same day - Interest rate 
(Interbank money market)  
BP 
PSI  PSI Geral - 05/01/88=1000 (share price indices - 
secondary market – end-of-period) 
EURONEXT 
Lisbon/BP
CEP  Domestic credit (except General Government) – Private 
individuals (including emigrants) plus Non-financial 
corporations (end-of-month figures) 
BP 
CP  Domestic credit (except General Government) – Private 
individuals (including emigrants) (end-of-month figures) 
BP 
CSNF  Domestic credit (except General Government) - Non-
financial corporations (end-of-month figures) 
BP 
M3  Notes and coins issued excluding those held by other MFI 
plus Deposits and deposits-like instruments – Total 
(end-of-month figures) 
BP 
TXC  Nominal Effective Exchange Rate – 24 trading partners – 
Average – Index, 1999=100, Monthly data 
EUROSTAT 
P  Consumer price index (Base 100: 2002) Portugal - Total  INE 
YR  Quarterly National Accounts – Expenditure Approach - 
Volume Chain-linked series (Reference year = 2000) - GDP 
INE/BP 
 
The econometric program to process the series was RATS, version 6.10. For the 
cointegration analysis we employed the procedure CATS for use with RATS. 
Interest rates are in percent. Stock market and prices variables are in 
indexes. Credit, money and output variables are in millions of euros units, 
unless otherwise noted. 
All variables are in logs, except for the interest rates. 
Annual inflation rates are computed as the differences of the natural 
logarithm of consumer price indices with a monthly rolling window (seasonal 
differences). 
Broad money is chosen in an attempt to avoid possible problems caused by 
correlation between money and bank credit. 
To expand the data to the higher frequency, we apply the procedure 
distrib.src supplied by Estima. That distribution maintains the sum of the 
data across each full period. The distrib procedure is employed to produce a 
monthly series of GDP. 
The first letters in the abbreviations for the variables correspond to the 
logs (l) or to differences (D). 
The last letters in the abbreviations for the variables correspond to the 
real (r) Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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Appendix 2: Unit root tests 
 
Sample period: 1989:01 - 2005:06 
 Test 
  1 = t ρ   ( ) 1 − ⋅ ρ N   KPSS LAGS
R -1.6449  -1.2026  0.31231  (T)  5 
LTXC -0.7108 -0.0169  2.03604  (T)  0 
LPSIR 0.2767  0.0440  0.97222  (T)  1 
LCEPR  -2.9675 (T)  -56.7488*** (T)  0.21537 (T)  12 
LM3R 1.5987  0.0482  0.30883  (T)  12 
LYR  2.4124  0.0306  0.17027 *** (T)  11 
SDLP -2.1662** -2.1644  2.14105  (T)  1 
LCPR 2.0770  0.2038  0.35839  (T)  6 
LCSNFR 2.2694  0.1262  0.46813  (T)  6 
 
Lag selection based on Schwarz criterion. The asterisks have the usual 
meaning of rejection of H0, *** at 1%, ** at 5% and * at 10%, except for the 
KPSS test, where *** means nonrejection of stationarity at 10%. The (C) have 
the usual meaning of ‘with constant’ and the (T) have the usual meaning of 
‘with constant and trend’. 
 
 
Sample period: 1989:01 - 2005:06 
 Test 
  1 = t ρ   ( ) 1 − ⋅ ρ N   KPSS LAGS
DR -20.9983***  -271.7952*** n.a.  0 
DLTXC  -12.6293***  -177.6344***  0.05838 *** (T)  0 
DLPSIR  -10.8561***  -147.9257***  0.22147 *** (C)  0 
DLCEPR  -2.8630* (C)  -16.4111** (C)  0.58142 (C)  5 
DLM3R  -2.1827**  -14.4447***  0.08958 *** (T)  11 
DLYR  -2.5463**  -13.8043***  0.11065 *** (T)  10 
DSDLP  -12.5330***  -175.6334***  0.08494 *** (T)  0 
DLCPR  -2.7641* (C)  -18.8443** (C)  0.59105 (C)  5 
DLCSNFR  -3.3705** (C)  -25.0884*** (C)  0.48751 (C)  5 
 
Lag selection based on Schwarz criterion. The asterisks have the usual 
meaning of rejection of H0, *** at 1%, ** at 5% and * at 10%, except for the 
KPSS test, where *** means nonrejection of stationarity at 10%. The (C) have 
the usual meaning of ‘with constant’ and the (T) have the usual meaning of 
‘with constant and trend’. 
 
The results are not quit so clear with respect to credit and inflation. Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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Appendix 3: Johansen tests for cointegration 
 
                    COINTEGRATION ANALYSIS 
 
Endogeneous series   : 
R           LTXC        LPSIR       LCEPR       LM3R        LYR         SDLP 
 
Deterministic series : 
 
Constant restricted to coint. space 
11 centered seasonal dummies 
 
Effective sample     :  1990:02 TO 2005:06 
Lag(s) in VAR-model  :  13 
No. of observations  :  185 




Eigenv.   L-max   Trace   H0: r    p-r  L-max95  Trace95 
0.3407    77.05  304.40     0       7    46.45   131.70 
0.2980    65.46  227.35     1       6    40.30   102.14 
0.2326    48.97  161.89     2       5    34.40    76.07 
0.1956    40.26  112.92     3       4    28.14    53.12 
0.1571    31.61   72.65     4       3    22.00    34.91 
0.1391    27.70   41.04     5       2    15.67    19.96 
0.0696    13.34   13.34     6       1     9.24     9.24 
 





TEST FOR AUTOCORRELATION 
LM(1),   CHISQ(49)  =  50.108, p-val = 0.43 
LM(4),   CHISQ(49)  =  48.583, p-val = 0.49 
 
TEST FOR NORMALITY 
CHISQ(14)           =  91.603, p-val = 0.00 
 
Cheung and Lai (1993), show in simulation studies that the test statistics of 





                    COINTEGRATION ANALYSIS 
 
Endogeneous series   : 
R           LTXC        LPSIR       LCPR        LM3R        LYR         SDLP 
 
Deterministic series : 
 
Constant restricted to coint. space 
11 centered seasonal dummies 
 
Effective sample     :  1990:02 TO 2005:06 
Lag(s) in VAR-model  :  13 
No. of observations  :  185 
Obs.- no.of variables:  82 Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  





Eigenv.    L-max   Trace   H0: r     p-r L-max95 Trace95 
0.3440   77.99  312.48       0        7   46.45  131.70 
0.3120   69.18  234.49       1        6   40.30  102.14 
0.2466   52.39  165.32       2        5   34.40   76.07 
0.1856   37.98  112.93       3        4   28.14   53.12 
0.1769   36.01   74.95       4        3   22.00   34.91 
0.1131   22.20   38.94       5        2   15.67   19.96 
0.0865   16.74   16.74       6        1    9.24    9.24 
 





TRACE CORRELATION        =       0.75253 
 
TEST FOR AUTOCORRELATION 
LM(1),   CHISQ(49)  =  49.224, p-val = 0.46 
LM(4),   CHISQ(49)  =  52.799, p-val = 0.33 
 
TEST FOR NORMALITY 
CHISQ(14)           = 116.534, p-val = 0.00 
 
 
                    COINTEGRATION ANALYSIS 
 
Endogeneous series   : 
R           LTXC        LPSIR       LCSNFR      LM3R        LYR         SDLP 
 
Deterministic series : 
 
Constant restricted to coint. space 
11 centered seasonal dummies 
 
Effective sample     :  1990:02 TO 2005:06 
Lag(s) in VAR-model  :  13 
No. of observations  :  185 





Eigenv.    L-max   Trace   H0: r     p-r L-max95 Trace95 
0.3590   82.26  293.74       0        7   46.45  131.70 
0.2860   62.33  211.47       1        6   40.30  102.14 
0.2226   46.57  149.14       2        5   34.40   76.07 
0.1997   41.21  102.57       3        4   28.14   53.12 
0.1502   30.11   61.36       4        3   22.00   34.91 
0.0951   18.48   31.25       5        2   15.67   19.96 
0.0667   12.77   12.77       6        1    9.24    9.24 
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TEST FOR AUTOCORRELATION 
LM(1),   CHISQ(49)  =  45.557, p-val = 0.61 
LM(4),   CHISQ(49)  =  48.953, p-val = 0.48 
 
TEST FOR NORMALITY 
CHISQ(14)           =  96.239, p-val = 0.00 
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Appendix 4: Akaike criterion, Schwars criterion, and likelihood ratio test 
 
NOBS DF  Lags    AIC       SBC    LR Test  P-Value 
 180 161    1 -65.4053  -63.0460* 
 180 154    2 -66.0950  -62.8665  222.1447  0.0000 
 180 147    3 -66.5655  -62.4679  182.6948  0.0000 
 180 140    4 -66.4370  -61.4702   74.8779  0.0101 
 180 133    5 -66.7464  -60.9104  153.6912  0.0000 
 180 126    6 -67.0592  -60.3540  154.2953  0.0000 
 180 119    7 -66.9766  -59.4022   83.1399  0.0017 
 180 112    8 -67.2543  -58.8107  147.9811  0.0000 
 180 105    9 -67.4792  -58.1664  138.4898  0.0000 
 180  98   10 -67.5305  -57.3485  107.2271  0.0000 
 180  91   11 -67.6483  -56.5971  119.2034  0.0000 
 180  84   12 -67.6601  -55.7397  100.1174  0.0000 
 180  77   13 -68.0448  -55.2552  167.2533  0.0000 
 180  70   14 -67.6713  -54.0126   30.7788  0.9806 
 180  63   15 -66.6572  -52.1293  -84.5451      NA 
 180  56   16 -68.8843* -53.4872  498.8827  0.0000 
 180  49   17 -68.1992  -51.9328  -25.3307      NA 
 180  42   18 -68.2024  -51.0668   98.5780  0.0000 
 
* minimal value 
 
 
NOBS DF  Lags    AIC       SBC    LR Test  P-Value 
 184 165    1 -65.1644  -62.8405* 
 184 158    2 -65.6932  -62.5133  195.3129  0.0000 
 184 151    3 -66.1194  -62.0833  176.4193  0.0000 
 184 144    4 -66.0319  -61.1396   81.8965  0.0022 
 184 137    5 -66.3127  -60.5642  149.6579  0.0000 
 184 130    6 -66.6447  -60.0401  159.0868  0.0000 
 184 123    7 -66.6051  -59.1444   90.7222  0.0003 
 184 116    8 -66.9106  -58.5937  154.2039  0.0000 
 184 109    9 -67.1120  -57.9389  135.0608  0.0000 
 184 102   10 -67.1865  -57.1573  111.7131  0.0000 
 184  95   11 -67.2008  -56.3155  100.6296  0.0000 
 184  88   12 -67.1518  -55.4103   88.9823  0.0004 
 184  81   13 -67.7888* -55.1912  215.2128  0.0000 
 184  74   14 -67.4562  -54.0024   36.7941  0.9005 
 
* minimal value 
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Appendix 5: Variance decomposition 
Decomposition of Variance for Series R (Aggregate) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR    LCEPR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00814697  100.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000   0.000 
   3    0.00986531   83.946    3.001    1.029    1.523    6.417    3.337   0.747 
   6    0.01053055   74.605    5.181    1.292    4.481    7.247    3.207   3.987 
  12    0.01278613   65.321    5.342    3.594    3.797    8.919    3.785   9.241 
  24    0.01368293   59.046    5.528    5.668    4.068   10.036    3.786  11.867 
  36    0.01443725   53.750    5.292    6.914    4.659   11.098    4.403  13.885 
  48    0.01496834   50.379    5.028    9.870    4.423   11.261    4.442  14.596 
  60    0.01517365   49.199    5.378   10.290    4.377   11.593    4.579  14.584 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series LCEPR (Aggregate) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR    LCEPR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00418816    0.051    0.244    0.005   99.700    0.000    0.000   0.000 
   3    0.00710289    0.645    0.345    1.274   92.391    1.000    4.305   0.040 
   6    0.00899395    1.042    1.985    9.389   82.874    0.684    3.785   0.242 
  12    0.01376652    3.827    9.946   29.424   48.701    1.281    6.254   0.566 
  24    0.02355801   14.559   10.741   23.313   20.403    2.161   23.879   4.944 
  36    0.03820504   29.685    7.982   14.072    8.193    7.158   26.420   6.490 
  48    0.05079220   38.493    7.273    8.146    4.726    8.343   23.296   9.724 
  60    0.05903155   41.045    6.176    7.472    3.693    7.319   19.516  14.779 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series LM3R (Aggregate) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR    LCEPR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00757812    1.175    0.185    0.295    6.847   91.498    0.000   0.000 
   3    0.01072093    1.905    1.122    0.483   13.648   82.317    0.110   0.415 
   6    0.01544840    8.420    1.311    1.618   17.009   69.228    0.238   2.177 
  12    0.02041910    7.330    2.304    1.823   18.926   60.351    1.213   8.053 
  24    0.02378980    9.413    2.753    2.295   16.103   47.836    6.425  15.175 
  36    0.02690260   14.600    2.474    1.907   12.950   38.518   13.246  16.305 
  48    0.02918522   19.077    2.630    5.040   11.157   33.464   12.522  16.110 
  60    0.03059853   18.158    2.620    8.215   10.453   31.229   11.626  17.699 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series LYR (Aggregate) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR    LCEPR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00058562    0.000    0.030    0.849    0.793    5.770   92.558   0.000 
   3    0.00314709    0.373    0.894    1.487    0.239    5.627   89.642   1.737 
   6    0.00528828    1.498    5.288    1.422    0.773    8.052   78.672   4.295 
  12    0.00670753    1.484    5.183    6.594    1.890    9.236   72.842   2.770 
  24    0.00991657   27.017    4.953    8.204    2.133    8.524   46.308   2.861 
  36    0.01206130   34.040    6.533    5.956    1.885    7.675   37.829   6.083 
  48    0.01390148   37.674    5.353    4.799    1.739    7.198   30.438  12.799 
  60    0.01546509   37.885    4.605    6.963    1.472    5.919   25.141  18.016 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series SDLP (Aggregate) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR    LCEPR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00186982    0.010    0.057    0.123    1.776    0.301    0.002  97.731 
   3    0.00316370    0.246    1.988    0.578    1.368    4.434    0.576  90.810 
   6    0.00428878    1.289    2.733    0.628    2.865   14.572    1.368  76.546 
  12    0.00538474    2.445    2.483    2.192    8.927   22.961    1.533  59.459 
  24    0.00646675    3.952    3.025   15.528    8.457   17.215    1.916  49.906 
  36    0.00707895    4.047    3.811   17.834    7.697   18.879    2.894  44.838 
  48    0.00780054    4.661    4.029   21.857    6.572   21.248    3.852  37.781 
  60    0.00846947    8.717    4.154   18.905    6.428   25.023    4.640  32.134 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series R (Personal Sector) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR     LCPR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00799204  100.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000   0.000 
   3    0.00931530   82.398    3.870    2.598    1.427    5.706    2.675   1.327 
   6    0.01010976   70.343    7.076    2.784    3.509    7.834    3.541   4.913 
  12    0.01249108   57.398    6.788    5.340    3.990    6.823    7.279  12.382 
  24    0.01345438   51.265    6.792    6.968    4.116    7.485    8.542  14.832 
  36    0.01412577   47.724    6.620    9.027    4.212    8.482    8.542  15.392 
  48    0.01475392   44.482    6.229   14.060    3.979    7.955    8.273  15.024 
  60    0.01497985   43.634    6.961   14.648    3.923    7.783    8.361  14.691 
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Decomposition of Variance for Series LCPR (Personal Sector) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR     LCPR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00559849    0.000    1.222    0.113   98.665    0.000    0.000   0.000 
   3    0.00893155    4.049    4.094    1.557   87.540    0.279    1.580   0.900 
   6    0.01101785    9.822    4.284    3.910   73.407    0.430    1.177   6.970 
  12    0.01476050   13.872    9.257    3.058   50.220    1.517    1.730  20.346 
  24    0.02601110    9.071    4.748    1.984   19.699    2.066   16.170  46.262 
  36    0.03962064   12.252    3.350    1.476    9.238    1.073   21.063  51.547 
  48    0.05122672   12.025    3.103    4.878    5.754    0.845   19.172  54.223 
  60    0.06069332   11.885    2.277   11.095    4.326    0.902   16.405  53.110 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series LM3R (Personal Sector) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR     LCPR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00750317    0.383    0.159    0.192    2.433   96.832    0.000   0.000 
   3    0.01054848    1.030    1.287    1.033    3.462   92.852    0.204   0.133 
   6    0.01410211    5.730    2.005    1.829    4.050   85.361    0.532   0.494 
  12    0.01734568    4.833    4.046    2.556    8.030   74.460    1.744   4.332 
  24    0.02249916    8.555    4.462    2.490    6.499   46.200   17.874  13.921 
  36    0.02567687    9.085    3.600    2.172    5.228   36.025   22.728  21.161 
  48    0.02753217   10.252    3.554    4.561    4.562   31.783   20.747  24.540 
  60    0.02892333    9.513    3.316    9.968    4.311   28.856   18.833  25.202 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series LYR (Personal Sector) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR     LCPR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00062760    0.248    0.014    1.023    0.020    3.265   95.430   0.000 
   5    0.00527514    0.070    2.955    2.155    1.184    2.306   86.891   4.438 
   6    0.00557977    0.093    3.748    2.453    1.625    2.752   84.182   5.146 
  12    0.00733201    1.742    2.530    6.157    1.334    4.107   80.867   3.264 
  24    0.00987263    9.733    2.966    9.900    1.477    3.629   65.130   7.165 
  36    0.01122809    9.936    4.574    8.354    1.314    3.188   55.182  17.453 
  48    0.01282771   10.174    4.051    7.049    1.029    3.407   45.656  28.635 
  60    0.01439666   10.427    3.423   12.564    0.899    3.653   37.007  32.027 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series SDLP (Personal Sector) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR     LCPR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00186272    0.040    0.620    0.392    0.214    0.005    0.114  98.616 
   3    0.00315685    1.111    1.386    0.372    0.663    3.371    0.274  92.823 
   6    0.00424939    1.746    2.069    0.639    0.636   15.010    0.287  79.614 
  12    0.00512382    4.763    2.942    2.235    1.792   22.613    0.911  64.744 
  24    0.00650507    5.588    2.919   18.561    2.176   19.695    2.803  48.257 
  36    0.00708527    6.487    4.643   21.669    2.201   18.324    3.562  43.115 
  48    0.00764582    7.835    4.554   26.947    2.046   16.991    4.218  37.408 
  60    0.00789890    8.252    4.851   26.202    2.277   18.621    4.278  35.518 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series R (Corporate Sector) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR   LCSNFR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00829244  100.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000   0.000 
   3    0.00999310   87.033    2.760    0.911    0.662    4.709    3.231   0.693 
   6    0.01076892   76.143    4.503    1.387    5.482    5.829    3.257   3.398 
  12    0.01314801   66.950    5.019    3.789    4.580    6.870    3.505   9.288 
  24    0.01419643   60.475    5.385    5.811    5.081    7.580    3.688  11.980 
  36    0.01496997   55.074    5.129    6.563    6.649    7.691    4.850  14.044 
  48    0.01558619   51.274    4.866    8.392    6.329    8.112    5.902  15.124 
  60    0.01585249   49.758    5.371    8.576    6.211    8.776    6.149  15.160 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series LCSNFR (Corporate Sector) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR   LCSNFR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00637737    0.646    0.108    0.215   99.032    0.000    0.000   0.000 
   3    0.00989534    1.677    0.209    2.742   84.972    0.651    8.995   0.754 
   6    0.01390030    2.976    0.950   13.715   69.750    0.464    9.202   2.943 
  12    0.01992390    2.560    6.210   29.382   48.784    1.256    7.108   4.701 
  24    0.02873302    9.148   11.906   28.961   27.503    3.008   15.786   3.688 
  36    0.04224978   21.918   11.235   20.672   12.875    6.494   24.936   1.871 
  48    0.05579889   33.462   10.554   12.764    7.755    7.881   24.621   2.964 
  60    0.06490372   37.329    9.973    9.650    5.879    7.008   22.917   7.245 
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Decomposition of Variance for Series LM3R (Corporate Sector) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR   LCSNFR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00739031    1.236    0.011    1.087    9.521   88.145    0.000   0.000 
   3    0.01069516    2.632    1.403    0.795   17.326   76.843    0.001   1.001 
   6    0.01573116    9.798    1.419    2.598   19.514   63.420    0.114   3.136 
  12    0.02172877    9.004    1.475    2.549   21.432   53.325    2.415   9.800 
  24    0.02535407    7.760    1.677    2.578   18.875   42.963    9.749  16.398 
  36    0.02835588    9.838    1.594    2.230   15.642   34.605   18.534  17.558 
  48    0.03063188   11.990    1.946    4.921   14.019   30.423   18.530  18.171 
  60    0.03223545   11.037    2.017    6.988   12.730   29.385   16.928  20.916 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series LYR (Corporate Sector) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR   LCSNFR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00068485    0.004    0.351    1.746    1.760    3.822   92.318   0.000 
   3    0.00374799    0.107    1.325    1.937    0.560    3.855   90.746   1.470 
   6    0.00623196    0.431    5.160    1.605    0.293    4.884   84.121   3.505 
  12    0.00790642    0.517    5.387    5.262    0.962    8.495   76.866   2.512 
  24    0.01053146   22.150    6.031    6.002    1.314    5.869   55.593   3.042 
  36    0.01297860   28.173    8.410    4.159    1.097    4.042   46.856   7.262 
  48    0.01493216   31.705    7.140    3.391    0.912    3.381   38.896  14.575 
  60    0.01660152   31.648    6.009    5.276    0.784    2.820   33.355  20.108 
 
Decomposition of Variance for Series SDLP (Corporate Sector) 
Step     Std Error        R     LTXC    LPSIR   LCSNFR     LM3R      LYR    SDLP 
   1    0.00180697    0.053    0.033    0.384    1.119    0.009    0.021  98.381 
   3    0.00310346    0.235    3.321    0.484    4.547    1.653    0.078  89.682 
   6    0.00436689    0.568    3.834    0.404    8.747   10.163    1.338  74.947 
  12    0.00546226    0.966    2.953    1.279   15.296   17.586    1.752  60.168 
  24    0.00675281    2.023    2.849   11.481   14.489   13.088    6.576  49.494 
  36    0.00753419    3.201    4.356   12.458   12.368   16.254    7.699  43.665 
  48    0.00816267    4.450    4.876   15.176   10.714   19.273    7.076  38.436 
  60    0.00890586    9.728    5.048   12.979   10.468   22.186    7.076  32.515 Monetary Transmission and Bank Lending in Portugal: A Sectoral Approach  
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